Notice/Information
Dated: 10-06-2015

To the Principals/Directors of Educational Institutions in Visakhapatnam.

Sub: Information about the AU MP 2015

Respected Sir/Madam,

Department of Political Science and Public Administration hosts Andhra University Youth Model Parliament (AU MP 2015) on 25th June at Platinum Jubilee Hall. This program is conducted at a large scale for the first time ever in the University in association with Yes We Can (YWC), a premiere youth run NGO and Myriad Academy of Foreign Languages (MAFL), Visakhapatnam. This Model Parliament aims to enable youth and mainly students understand the importance of Parliament and also make them experience the workings of Parliament through Debates, Budgeting, Motions in a parliamentary procedure.

Main Agendas: -

1. Land Acquisition Bill
2. Border Security and Terrorism
and many more sub topics, which are of utmost emergency, can be entertained during the session
Participants are expected to be seen from various colleges in the state. It would be grateful if you could endorse/send some students from your institution to represent as M.P’s for the Model Parliament. The Fee for the event is **Rs 700/-** which includes Food and Hospitality, Conference materials, Certificates, Photo Booth and a Cultural Evening.

Students from 10th grade to P.G are eligible to apply. For application details please visit [www.andhrauniversity.edu.in](http://www.andhrauniversity.edu.in) or contact 9440884273, 8106089608, 9949953558.

_Note: Fee once paid shall not be refunded and only Online Applications are entertained. After the applicant receives a confirmation from the Secretariat, fee is to be paid at The Secretariat, AU MP 2015, Department of Political Science, College of Arts; Andhra University._

_Thanking You,_

Prof. Peteti Premanandam,

CONVENOR- AUMP 2015

Head- Dept. of Political Science & Public Administration (ANDHRA UNIVERSITY)